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Free delivery in 5-15 working days


Certified sustainable forestry


1.000.000+ happy customers



Ground anchors included



10 years warranty*


4,5 star Google Rating


Dive into our spring deals and grab your wooden climbing frame today!










    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                        
                    

                
            

        

    



Spring into playtime!
Explore our spring deals and grab your new climbing frame today!

Shop now
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Commercial climbing frames



Design your own climbing frame
Have it your way. The possibilities are endless.
	3D custom design made easy
	Delivery in 5-15 working days
	Sturdy ground anchors always included


Yes! Start designingLearn more




Free delivery


10-year warranty* 


Sustainable timber


Safe & secure
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Playground solutions
Hy-land's professional playground equipment complies with the EN 1176-2018 standard ensuring optimal safety. Whether they are placed in a restaurant, school, kindergarten, or sports club, our GS-certified play structures guarantee secure and long-lasting fun! Explore our diverse range of offerings today.

Backyard Climbing FramesCommercial Playground Equipment
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                            Jungle Explorer | Wooden climbing frame with double swing 
                        

        
            

            
                                    
                            
        
            

        £954.00
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                Climbing Frame with Climbing Wall
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        #JungleGymWorld

We love seeing you enjoying your Jungle Gym in your garden! Use #junglegymworld to tag us and share your photo.
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Discover the magic of outdoor play with Jungle Gym climbing frames

Welcome to Jungle Gym – the ultimate destination for outdoor adventures! With over 35 years of experience, we proudly stand as Europe’s most adventurous designer, manufacturer, and marketer of premium playground equipment. Discover our collection of climbing frames, tower playhouses, accessories and more, all designed to spark creativity and bring joy to kids of all ages. Join us on a journey where play meets purpose and every swing and climb brings us closer to a more imaginative tomorrow. Explore outdoor magic at Jungle Gym!

Endless outdoor play opportunities

Discover endless fun for your child at Jungle Gym, where we have a variety of exciting play options like climbing frames, tower playhouses, swings, and accessories. Our climbing frames are crafted for adventure, fostering skill and confidence development. Our tower playhouses, with their enchanting charm, provide a secure and magical place for imaginative play. Elevate the fun by incorporating swing sets and exciting climbing frame accessories into your climbing frame, taking your kids’ outdoor adventures to the next level.


Design, create, play

Embark on a design adventure with Jungle Gym's "Design Your Own” climbing frame configurator! This 3D configurator allows you to either design a climbing frame from scratch or customise one from our existing range. Select from various modules, add playful elements like slides, climbing nets, or swings to create a unique climbing frame, perfectly tailored for your children and outdoor space. The simplicity of this tool guarantees a delightful experience in crafting a one-of-a-kind and personalised play haven for your young adventurers.




Growing through outdoor adventures

At Jungle Gym, we focus on helping kids grow through exciting outdoor play that boosts their motor skills. Our garden climbing frames are made for fun activities that get them moving and thinking. We want kids to be able to engage in worry-free outdoor play, which is why multiple safety features are incorporated into every climbing frame. Parents can feel confident that their little ones will have carefree fun with our climbing frames – whether they will climb, swing or explore. With Jungle Gym, you can create safe and long-lasting outdoor adventures, right in your own backyard.


Sustainable outdoor fun for years to come

At Jungle Gym, we take pride in our commitment to the planet. Our climbing frames are crafted from PEFC certified, sustainably sourced wood, ensuring durability even during the most adventurous of play sessions. When parents opt for a Jungle Gym climbing frame, they're making a wise choice, ensuring long-lasting and reliable outdoor play for their kids. Choosing Jungle Gym isn't just about fun; it's a lasting investment that's good for the environment.




Frequently Asked Questions

What is the difference between a climbing frame in a backyard and commercial playground equipment?Jungle Gym proudly holds the title as Europe’s leading designer, manufacturer, and marketer of high-quality backyard wooden playground equipment. With two different brands, Jungle Gym and Hy-Land, we have many different options to fit different preferences. Jungle Gym climbing frames are specifically designed for private backyards. They prioritize safety and durability, providing secure outdoor play at home. On the other hand, Hy-Land's commercial playgrounds comply with EN 1176-2018 for safety, making them ideal for restaurants, schools, and other public spaces. When assembled correctly and maintained according to our instructions, Hy-Land playgrounds are automatically GS-certified. This ensures secure, long-lasting outdoor fun. This distinction makes it easy for our customers to find the right match, whether it's for a private backyard, or for a large public play area. Learn more about the differences between Jungle Gym and Hy-Land climbing frames and find the perfect fit for your space. 



Which warranty options are available for Jungle Gym climbing frames?Subject to normal use, all our products are guaranteed to the original purchaser for a period of 2 years from the date of purchase. In addition, we offer a 10-year warranty on all timber components of the purchased items. Learn more about our warranty policy.



Which payment and delivery options do you offer?At Jungle Gym, you can choose from a wide range of common payment options.
Due to the large size of Jungle Gym shipments, we work with our own experienced delivery partners, to ensure safe and timely arrival. Learn more about delivery and estimated timeframes for your new Jungle Gym.



How can I get in touch with your customer service?You can contact us via email or telephone on Mondays to Fridays, from 8:00am to 4:00pm.



What are the benefits of choosing a Jungle Gym climbing frame?Discover the many advantages of choosing Jungle Gym! With us, you have options – you can pick from our range of pre-designed climbing frames or let your imagination run wild with our Design your own-climbing frame configurator. Whether you go for an existing model or create something unique, we ensure that all Jungle Gym climbing frames meet the safety standards of the European Safety Directive 2009/48/EC.
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